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Abstract 
Simple cellular automata can be used as language recognizers or function calculators. There 
exist several proofs of the linear speed-up theorem in strong form for rccognizers [7,6, 1 l] but 
not for calculators. In this paper we design a linear speed-up method for a special kind of 
calculators, namely the synchronizers, which are diKcrent from recognizers. 
As a consequence, we extend a result from J. Mazoyer by proving that any polynomial with 
rational coefficients of a synchronization time is also a synchronization time (provided that it be 
greater than a certain minimal time). 
1. Preliminaries 
Synchronization problems arise naturally in cellular automata and have been exten- 
sively studied (see [ 1,9, 141 for the one-dimensional case). 
There is a traditional and intuitive way to present this problem (formal definitions 
can be found in Section 1.1): “How to synchronize a firing squad so that all soldiirrs 
fire at the very same time, knowing that the order is given by a single generul and 
propagates with certain delay?” 
There can be arbitrarily many soldiers and no one (even the general) knows the total 
number. 
There exist different modes of synchronization: with one or two generals or no 
general at all (by relaxing some constraints on the transition function, see Definition 2 
and Lemma 3). Several synchronization times are known through the literature: n 1 x n 
(minimal time from both ends of the line, in [I I]), n H 2n (minimal time from one 
end of the line, in [1,9]), n H 3n (in [12]), n H 3n + log(n) (in [14]), n H ~7’ 
(in ]:13]), and other ones can he generated from Fisher-like signals (see [4]), such as 
exponential ones. 
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A general result from Mazoyer (in [lo]) states that all polynomials greater than 
the identity with nonnegative integer coefficients are synchronization times (from both 
ends of the line). Below, we extend this result to polynomials with possibly negative 
rational coefficients (but still greater than the identity). 
1.1. Basic notions 
Definition 1 (One-dimensional CA). A one-dimensional cellular automaton d is a 
pair (9, f) where 9 is a finite set of states and f is a function from ({$} U 9) x 
2? x (2 U {$}) to 9. $ is called the border (and it is not a state), f is called the 
transition function. 
A configuration of length n of a CA is the enumeration of all states in the line 
{ 1,. . ,n}, that is, a mapping c from { 1,. . ,n} to 9. For convenience, we shall also 
write c as $c(l). .c(n)$, where the $ stresses the fact that transitions of the form 
f($, a, b) and f(c, d, $) will be used. The initial configuration of a CA is denoted CO. 
The global transition function F of a CA directly operates on configurations: if c E 
Z!{‘..,‘) then F(c) E 21{‘...n) and F(c)(i) = f(c(i - I), c(i),c(i + 1)) for all i E { 1 . . . n} 
(with the convention that c(0) = c(n + 1) = $). 
Remark that if p < n and c is a configuration of length n and clP denotes the 
restriction of c to { 1,. . , p} then F’(clp)(i) = F’(c)(i) for all i + t dp. We can 
obviously extend the former definition to infinite lines of cells { 1,2,3,. .}. 
The space-time diagram is the function (i, t) H (i, t) that gives the state of cell i at 
time t: (i, t) = F’(q))(i). 
Definition 2 (One-dimensional synchronizer). A one-dimensional synchronizer is a 
one-dimensional CA, Y = (9, f) together with a pair (#, *) of distinguished states 
of 9 such that f(#, #, 44) = # and there exists a function n c-) t(n) such that, for all 
n > 0: 
(i) starting from the configuration $.#“.$ the synchronizer reaches the configuration 
$. *” $ after t(n) steps, 
(ii) for all u < t(n) and l<i<n, (i,u) # *. 
The state # is called the quiescent state, * is the firing state and the function n H t(n) 
is the synchronization time. 
Lemma 3 (Minimal time synchronization from both ends). There exists a one-dimen- 
sional synchronizer with synchronization time n H n. 
The former definition somehow differs from some other ones in the literature as 
there is no explicit general to start the synchronization process. It is created by the 
transition function instead, using rules: fo($, #, #) = fo(#, #, $) = general. This extra 
step leads to a minimal time synchronization in II steps instead of the usual n - 1 steps. 
This requirement allows a more direct expression of the composition of CA. Except 
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Fig. I. Achieving synchronization in sublinear time is Impossible. 
this, the transition function is as described in [ 111, with some cases so as to avoid the 
emergence of configurations $##. . and . . ##$ (this is easily done via an additional 
state). 
Observe that in the sense of Lemma 3, synchronization of n cells in time less than 
n is impossible. First, it is easy to see that there is no synchronization in time less 
than Ln/2j (since, up to time [n/21, every configuration contains at least one qui- 
escent state). On the other hand, suppose that there exist an integer no and a syn- 
chronization time t(no) such that t(no) < no. All cells with indexes greater than 
f(no) are too far away to have any influence upon the synchronisation process (see 
Fig. I). Consequently, the left cell reaches the fire state at time t(no) for all n > 
C(Q). In other words, ‘dn > t(no),t(n) = t(no), which is absurd as soon as 
PI > 2.t(n()). 
2. A linear speed-up theorem for synchronizers 
This section is devoted to the proof of Theorem 4, consequences are covered in 
Section 3. 
Theorem 4 (Linear speed-up for synchronizers). Jf’k is u positice integer and n+ t(n) 
is a synchronization time, then so is n + [t(n)/kl. 
2. I. Particularizing cells 
Lemma 5 (Left to right signal). For any posititle integers a, b such that b >a, there 
exists a CA 2 with b nonquiescent states such that, starting from the initial in$inite 
configuration $#“, nonquiescent sites in the space-time diagram are exact1.y those of 
{ ( rtalbl ,t>, t 3 I>. 
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Proof. The set of states of such a CA is 2 = { #, 1,. . . , b}, and its transition function 
fz is as follows: 
Start: f&$,#,#) = 1 
Wait: if [at/b] = [(t + l)a/bl then 
f&(t, #, #) = # and fip($, t, #) = &(#, t, #) = t + 1 
Move: if [at/b] # [(t + 1 )a/bl then 
fj(t, #, #) = t + 1 and j&S, t, if) = fp(#, t, IT) = # 
Reset: f&S, b, #) = ,f~(#, b, #) = 1 and &(b, #, #) = # 
The labels Start, Wait, Move and Reset indicate the typical use of sets of rules. 
An easy induction shows that for all t, [ta/bl is the only nonquiescent cell at time 
t, and its state is 1 + (t - 1 mod b) (see left part of Fig. 2). 0 
Below, we also need to particularize a cell from the right end of the line. 
Lemma 6 (Right to left signal). For any positive integers c, d such that d > c there 
exists a CA 9 with d nonquiescent states such that, jbr any n 2 1, starting from the 
initial configuration $P$, nonquiescent sites in the space-time diagram are exactly 
those of {(n - Ltc/d],t),O< Ltc/d] <n - l}. 
Proof. On a “continuous approximation”, the problem consists in finding two rational 
numbers I and p such that i = at + p holds for both sites (n, 0) and (n - [et/d], t). 
The proper coefficients are CI = -c/d and fi = n, thus leading to the discrete equation 
i = L-ct/bJ + n or, in a slightly different form, i = n - [ct/dl. The latter form 
allows a pattern based implementation of 3 (very much like 9) with the pattern 
{(c - [ct/d],t), 1 dt<d} ( see right part of Fig. 2). 0 
ll i ii i,fl i ii . ii i i i i ii7i i i i ii i i i J 
Fig. 2. Left-to-right signal a = 2, b = 7 and its delayed conjugate right-to-left signal c = b ~ a = 5, n = 7. 
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A left-to-right signal characterized by a and b has a conjugate right-to-left signal 
c = h - a and d = b. Both signals reach cell [un/hl at time YI. 
Remark 7. In the next paragraph, we must particularize cells /‘an/b] and [an/b1 + I so 
we need to modify one of the two conjugate signals (say the right to left one) so that 
it reaches cell ran/b] + 1 at time n. This is simply done by introducing a delay: the 
first left move (and only this one) of the right-to-left signal is “forgotten”. Introducing 
this initial delay requires d more states in the worst case. 
2.2. Grouping around u cell 
We now describe a method to group some celIs around a previously chosen cell 
(more details about k-grouping can be found in [I I]). 
Definition 8 (k-grouped configurations). Given a configuration c = $a, . , a,$ over a 
set of states 2, its k-grouped configurations are configurations $A, . . A,$ over jk of 
the form: 
$.#k . . . #k. (#_ . . #.a, 
\ 
. ..up).(up+~...up-__k)...~u~~~t...nV.,#...#~.~k...#k.$ 
, 
I /I 
We call x the rank of the first non-g” cell and /I the rank of the last non-@ cell and 
we say that the k-grouped confi~ration lies between z and fi. 
Remark that /I - M E { Ln/k] - I, [n/k] } and that there are several k-grouped config- 
urations for given z and p. 
Here, we need to set-up a double grouping process: the left part of the line 
(lying from cell 1 to cell lna/bl ) is grouped along a left-to-right signal (from Lemma 5) 
and, symetricaly, the right part of the line (lying from cell ma/b] + 1 to cell n) is 
grouped along a delayed right-to-left signal (from Lemma 6 and Remark 7). Then the 
whole line is grouped around cells [an/b] and [an/b] + 1. Time n is particularized 
by an auxiliary minimal time synchronization from both ends (from Lemma 3). The 
geometry of the process appears in Fig. 3. An impo~ant condition is that the initial 
computation is not disturbed by the grouping process. In other words, we need to group 
and compute in parallel, Since we already use a synchronization from both ends, we 
can adapt the technique developed by Mazoyer and Reimen in [l l] (another method 
without synchronization is also described in [6]). 
Lemma 9 (Left grouping). Let sf = (&J’) be a CA, and a, b be integers such that 
b >a. There exists a CA a = (22 U { 1,. . . , b} x 2’, J“) such that, for every injinite 
initial configuration CO and for every time t 3 1, the part qf the conjiguration oj 
.% lying from cell 1 + [at/b] - r [at/bl/bl t o cell [at/b1 at time t is a k-grouped 
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Fig. 3. Geometry of the double grouping process. 
configuration of the part of the conjiguration of d lying from cell 1 to cell [at/b1 
at time t. 
Proof. Let 7~ be the first projection from { 1,. . . .b} x LZ?~ to { 1,. . , b}, the part of f’ 
that operates on signal counters is z(f’) and is just a modification of the left-to-right 
signal (form Lemma 5) so that each cell lying on the left of the signal “knows” if 
there is some move or not. 
rt(f’)($, l,#) = 2 (or 1 if a = b = 1), rc(f’)(j,#,#) =j + 1, 
rU’)(j,j, #) = j + 1, rCP)(j,j>j) = j + 1. 
The second part of the proof is the description of the grouping process itself (adapted 
from [l 13). The value of the left-to-right signal counter is j and x, y,z (or xi, yi,zj) are 
variables that refer to the states of cells during the computation of d. 
Start: f’(#,x, y) = (1, #, . , #,f(#,x, y)), f’k y,z) = fk y,z) 
Movel: when [aj/bl # [a(j - 1)/b], 0 < j < 6, 
f’((L Xl ,...,xk),y,z) = (j+ 1,f(X2,X3,X4),...,f(xk--I,Xk,y),f(Xk,y,Z)) 
_?((A Xl ,...,xk),(j,yl,...,yk),z) = (j + l,f(nk-l,xk,vl>,...,f(Yk_2,~k,=)) 
f’((jJ,>. ..,xk),~l,...,Yk,21,...,zk) = (j-t 1,f(~k--I~Xk,yl),...,f(Zk--2,Zk--I,Zk)) 
Move2: when j = b, 
f’((b,xl ,...,xk),y>z) = (l,f(XZ,X3,X4),...,f(Xk,y,Z)) 
Wait: when [aj/bl = [a(j - l)/b],O < j -C b, 
f’((i,X1,...,Xk),v,z) = (j+ l,f(Xk9w)) 
f’((_L x1 ,...,Xk),(jtyl,...,Yk),Z)=(j+ 1,f(Xk,yl,Y2),...,f(Yk-l,Yk,Z)) 
f’((j,x,,...,Xk),Y1,...,yk,ZI,...,Zk)=(j+ 1,f(Xk--l,Xk,YI),...,f(zk-2,Zk-l,Zk)). 
0 
Example of a left grouping process is given in Fig, 4. 
Similarly, the grouping process form the right end of the line uses a modified version 
of the signal from Lemma 6. 
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Fig. 4. Example of a left grouping process for k = 2. u = 2, h = 7 
Lemma 10 (Right grouping). Let .al .= (_2,,f) h e u CA, und c, d he integers such thut 
d 3 c. There exists u CA % = (4 u { 1,. . d} x 4”, ,f”) such that, ,fbr ewvy initial 
configuration CO qf length n und for ecery time 1 <t < II, the purt of’ the conjiyurution 
of ‘6,’ lying jbm cell n - jct/dJ to cell n - [ jct/d]/k] mt time t is u kqouprd 
corzfigurution qf’ the part of the conjiqurution qf .cl lying ,fkom cell n - Let/d] to cell 
II at time t. 
The proof is as for Lemma 9 except that we use a delayed right-to-left signal (see 
Remark 7). 
2.3. Accelerated culculus 
Given a k-grouped configuration, it is a simple exercise to carry a k-times acceler- 
ated calculus (see, for example, [3]). We use two auxiliary functions to describe the 
fast computing transition function used after n steps: 
WOFY~ : 9’ 4 9*, word(x,, x2,. . . , xk) = x1 .x2 . XL where “.” denotes concatenation. 
,fbvon, : 4* 4 4* 
.f,W&(t:) = .f;Wd(x) = fWOrd(x1 .x2 > = i: 
&.~~(xI.x2.x3.w) = ~(x~,x~,x~).~~~~~~(x~.x~.w) (where w is a word). 
The function word turns vectors into words and the function f,,,& is the natural exten- 
sion of f’ to words. Now we can give an expression for the fast computing function: 
fbst(l, M, R) = ,f,&rd(word(L). word(M). word(R)) where L, A4, R are k-tuples of states. 
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2.4. Grouping und accelerating everywhere 
By achieving several grouping processes around several cells across the line, it is 
possible to obtain a globully grouped conjiguration, that is, a configuration where each 
cell belongs to at least one grouped section. 
More precisely, we set up K + 1 grouping processes around cells labeled [i. n/K] , 
(OdidK). 
Let Li and R; be the labels of the leftmost and rightmost cell involved in the ith 
grouping process. By Lemma 9 for a = in, b = K and Lemma 10 for n - Lct/dJ = 
[in/K], we have 
The line is globally grouped if Li+i <Ri + 1 holds for all 0 <i <K. We prove that 
K = k satisfies the condition. In fact, 
Li,l 
(sinceT[dpllql = ~xlml, see P3, P. W. 
(since [u + bl - (~1 d [bl , [c + dl 3 [cl + [dl - 1, 
[e-f1 3 rel- Tfl> 
Thus, Li+l - Ri + 1 d 0 whenever K 2 k since [n/kKj 2 1. 
Remark 11. Some cells may belong to more than one grouped section at the end of 
the grouping processes (that is at time n). Moreover, at the beginning of the grouping 
processes, some sites (such as (1,1) or (n, 1)) will contain information necessary to all 
of the k + 1 grouping processes. Since we do not want them to interfere, the resulting 
automaton has to be the product of the k + 1 grouping processes, thus leading to 
Z?‘tk+‘) sized cells. Fig. 5 illustrates the structure of such a cell, while Fig. 6 shows 
the different components in the global product. 
2.5. Achieving synchronization 
The last step in our construction deals with the emergence of firing states all over 
the line. As pointed out in Remark 11 and Fig. 5, a simulating cell contains k t 1 
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Fig. 5. Different layers in a cell from the globally grouping automaton. 
FIN. 6. The li + I components of the product for a k times speed-up (here k = 7) 
layers of k-grouped states. Most of these layers are quiescent (#k) and one or two 
are really computing. The firing state appears only in those really computing layers, 
and it is at the same time for all cells (since no step is lost in any grouping and fast 
computing process). 
Let us call cf the first configuration where firing states appear. It cannot be considered 
as a globally firing configuration since all the states are not exactly the same, and it is 
a strong requirement from Definition 3 that there is only one firing state (otherwise. the 
composition of synchronizers would be harder, see next section and generalizations). 
In order to satisfy this requirement it is sufficient to identify all states in ~!l‘(~- ‘1 
which have at least one firing component. 
Corollary 12 (Constant speed-up). rf’ k is CI positive integer und n + t(n) is LI .SJW- 
chronizution time, then so is II + sup(0, t(n) - k}. 
Proof. In order to save k steps, one starts a k-t 1 times linear speed-up process at time 
n and stops it at time IZ + 1 and terminates the computation at normal speed. There is 
a direct proof also, by using a constant speed-up theorem for calculators [2,5]. 1 
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3. Polynomial (of) synchronization times 
3.1. Combining synchronization times 
Lemma 13 (Sum). If Y; and 92 are two synchronizers working in time n + tl (n) and 
n + tl(n), respectively, it is possible to build a new synchronizer 3 + yi btjorking in 
time n + tl (n) + tz(n). 
Proof. We just recall Mazoyer’s proof from [lo, Section 8.1, Proposition 4)]. There 
are three stages in the process: 
(i) 3 and Yl start together with a minimal time synchronization (from both ends) 
called 90, 
(ii) after n steps, 92 is frozen (i.e. each cell retains the current 92 state), 
(iii) it is released as soon as 3 reaches its synchronized configuration. 0 
Lemma 14 (Product). IJ’Z and ,yS are two synchronizers working in time n + tl(n) 
and n + tz(n), respectively, it is possible to build a new synchronizer ,z. ,Yz working 
in time n + t,(n) X tz(n). 
Proof. The original proof from Mazoyer is also in [ 10, Section 8.1, Proposition 7 and 
Corollary 81 As for the sum, the process has three stages but here, the second one 
serves more than once: the tz(n) last steps of 92 are performed between each one of 
the tl (n) last steps of 3. 0 
Lemma 15 (Pseudo difference). If 3 and 93 are two synchronizers working in time 
n + t,(n) und n + t2(n) respectively, jbr every p 3 1, it is possible to build a new 
synchronizer 3 A 95 working in time n + sup{ /tl (n) - tz(n)J, tl (n>/p, tz(n)/p}. 
Proof. By using Theorem 4 and some delays we build a synchronizer working in 
n + sup{[t2(n)lpl,tl(n) - t2(n)l steps (for any P 3 1). There are four phases in the 
behavior of this CA: 
(i) The automaton performs a (p + I)-grouping, while simulating n steps of ,z 
and n steps of 92. 
(ii) Then using a (p + 1 )-accelerated version of 3 and a p-accelerated version 
of 91 during [t2(n)/pl units of time, p[tz(n)/pl steps of 9~ and n + inf {t,(n), (p + 
l)[t2(n)/pl} steps of Y; are simulated. Note that the value of 0 = p[t2(n)/pl - tI(n) 
(E {O,...,p - 1)) is kn own by all the cells at the end of this stage. This value is 
useful for the last stage. 
(iii) If the simulation of 3 is not already terminated, then its last steps are simulated 
at normal speed (note that a (p + 1 )-grouped configuration can perform computation 
at any speed between 0 and p + 1). 
(iv) In case there is a nonempty phase (iii), 0 additional steps are performed, where 
neither 3 or 93 are simulated (as they are already terminated), this is just a delay 
phase. 
The total elapsed time is r: 
r = I7 + [tz(n)/pl + cl(n) - inf{tl(n),(p + 1 )lh(n).Pl + @> 
= n + sup{ [tz(n)/pl,t,(n) - P[tz(n),‘pl + Plfz(f~),lPl - kO7)) 
= 77 + sllp{~~z(n~/yl,~l(~) - h(n)). 
By slyitching the roles of _U; and 95 in the above construction we can obtain synchro- 
nization time n +sup{ [t,(n)/pl,tz(n) - tl(n )}. Lemma 15 is obtained by running these 
two constructions in parallel. C 
Definition 16. The family of possible delays for synchronization time with respect 
to the minima1 synchronization time from both ends (n) is defined as: SJVX = {t(u). 
n + t(n) is a synchronization time}. 
Using the above operations on synchronization times and Lemma IS we prove 
Theorem 17. Jf (n ti t(n)) E Sync untl P E Q[n] is u pol~v7omiul \cith rutionul uwffi- 
cicnts u77d positire calues, the77 iP( t(n ))I t SJWC. 
Lemma 18 (Finite modifications). Sync is c~losecl und~‘~. ,$nitr 777ochficutio77: if’ (17 +- 
t(n)) E Sync wzd V’n3 I, t’(n)>0 mu’ E = {nz: t’(m) # t(n)} is jnitr. t/w7 (n +- 
t’(n), E Sync. 
Proof. While starting the n + t(n) steps synchronization process, each cell can test in 
less than n steps if n is in E (thanks to an auxiliary minimal time synchronization 
from both ends). If it is the case, all cells count t’(n) steps before entering a firing 
state. otherwise the n + t(n) steps synchronization continues. q 
Before proving Theorem 17, here is a summary of what we know about S>w; if 
t(n),tl(n),tz(n) E Sync and c>O,p> I then: 
~ t(n) + c E Sync (constant slow-down, trivial). 
~ sup{O,r(n) - L.} t Sync (constant speed-up, Corollary 12 or [2.5]). 
~ c .t(n) E St,nc (linear slow-down, via Lemma 13). 
- [t(n)/pj t Sync (linear speed-up, Theorem 4). 
~ t,(n) + t>(n) t Sync (sum, Lemma 13, [lo]). 
-~ tl(n).tz(n) E Sync (product, Lemma 14, [lo]) 
~ sup{tl(n)/(p+l), tz(n)/(p+l), It,(n)-t~(n)i} E Sync (pseudo-difference, Lemma 15). 
Proof of Theorem 17. Let (n H t(n)) E Sync be a delay of synchronization time and 
P E Z[X], P(X) = a&” + a,X”- + .. + q-,X + a,/ (a” # 0) be a polynomial 
with positive values. We want to establish that &t(n)) E Sync. Let us consider the 
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Homer form of P: P(X) = (...(((uti + al)X + uz)X + ...) + uk_l)X + uk. Since 
KY> 1, P(X) > 0 we have a0 > 0 and thus (n H sot(n)) E Sync. But a priori, a&+ai 
can have negative values (in case al < 0), and we cannot insure that (n H u~t(n)+ui) 
is a possible delay of synchronization time. However, using the constant slow-down 
and speed-up theorems, we know that (n H sup{O,uot(n) + al}) E Sync. This leads 
to introduce: P’(X) = (. . (((a($ @ ul)X @ u2)X @ . . .) @ a&1)X $3 ak where x CE y = 
sup{O,x + y}. Thanks to Lemma 14 (product) and constant speed-up or slow-down, 
we know that P’(t(n)) E Sync. It is easy to see that P(t(n)) = P’(t(n)) but for finitely 
many values of n. Since 5’ync is closed under finite modification (Lemma 18) we have 
(n H P(t(n))) E Sync. 
The general case of a polynomial Q E Q[X] with positive values is obtained through 
a linear speed-up since there exists P E Z[X] with positive values and q E N such 
that VX E N, Q(X) = P(X)/q. 0 
Corollary 19. Polynomials with rational coejficients (and yreuter than the identity) 
ure synchronization times. 
This is just a special case of Theorem 17, when t(n) = n, Vn E N. 
4. Generalizations and conclusions 
The linear speed-up theorem is still true for synchronizers starting from any con- 
figuration (not necessarily uniformly quiescent) since the computation of the initial 
synchronizer is fully embedded in the simulating one. Note that arbitrary input config- 
urations allow synchronizations in constant time for all n (called trivial synchroniza- 
tions). These ones cannot be submitted to our simulation as they do not satisfy the 
hypothesis that they be greater than a certain minimal time (n at least, or 2n if the 
process starts from one end of the line only). 
Another remark is that the requirement that the firing states do not appear before 
the end of the computation is never used in the proof of Theorem 4. In fact, the 
construction is still correct for pseudo-synchronizers using their firing state during the 
computation (the only constraint is that all cells are in firing state at the end). 
Finally, the most general form of Theorem 4 is 
Theorem 20 (Unary calculators linear speed-up). Any calculator with only one output 
symbol supports linear speed-up. 
We also propose a generalization of Theorem 17 to polynomials with more than one 
variable. Let P be a polynomial over Q[Xl, . ,X,] where all higher degree monomials 
have positive coefficients. P can be split as the sum of its positive and negative parts: 
P = Pi -P-. It is easy to prove that P+ and P- are synchronization times whenever 
Xl,. . . ,X, are synchronization times. If P+ and P- are separated enough (namely 
0. Heen I Theoretical Computer Science 188 ( 19971 45-57 57 
there exits c > 0 so that Y’n P+(n)>( I + c)Pp(n)) we can use the pseudo-difference 
construction (Lemma 15) and then establish that P is also a synchronization time. 
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